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i've been trying to install dungeon siege 2 for months
now (i really wanted to play it on my pc, but couldn't find
the right download).. i've downloaded every single patch
and every single crack for it (from every site i could find)
and installed them. the thing is, none of them worked. i

can run the game, but it gives me an error message
saying that it can't find a correct game client when i try
to start a game. i've tried everything and i'm completely
lost. i haven't played dungeon siege in a long time, and i

don't even know if this game is still playable, since i
can't find any newer versions (or any other download for
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it). the last version i remember i installed was ds2 v2.0. i
don't even know if i'm doing it right. could you help me?
i have a problem with my version of ds2. it won't run. i
bought the game on the ds2 website because i couldn't
find any download for it. i have installed it from cd1 and
it shows me the "welcome to dungeon siege 2" loading
screen. it says "game options" and it displays the map

and other things. it then gives the message "you need a
game client to start a game. please install the game

client first". i have tried reinstalling it, but it still does the
same thing. i have also tried to run it from the launcher
on the ds2 website, but it won't start either. the magic
system in dungeon siege ii remains largely unchanged.
combat mages and nature mages still have access to

separate spell lines that increase in power as the
character levels. however, combat and nature magic are

much more distinct from each other than in dungeon
siege . combat magic focuses on causing massive
amounts of damage and weakening enemies with

curses, while nature magic focuses more on healing,
summoning and strengthening party members with

embrace and wrath enchantments.
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